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Agenda

 Quick Intro
2009 reported Web Application Security Incidents

 IBM Rational AppScan
Overview
Demo
Wrap up
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Drivers for Web Application Attacks*

Web Applications hacks have replaced email as the preferred delivery method of 
Malware (viruses, root kits and trojans)

*From Web Hacking Incidents Database 2008
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SQL injection vector used to plant malware

 Over 500,000 Web Sites compromised via SQL injection
Done via automated attack which altered contents of back end database and injected 

malicious script
Turned legitimate Web Sites into Malware distribution centres
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Incident by Attack Type (2008)
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Incident by Organization Type
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Network 
Server

Web
Applications

The Challenge for Organizations

% of Attacks % of Dollars

75%

10%

25%

90%

Sources: Gartner, Watchfire

Security Spending

of All Attacks on Information Security
Are Directed to the Web Application Layer

75%

Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that enterprise web site security is critical; what’s surprising is that the security risk and the associated level of spending to mitigate this risk are unbalanced.75% of attacks occur through web applications, yet only 10% of the security spending dollars are in this area.  We’ve certainly seen our customer base become much more informed about the level of risk that web applications present, and adjust their spending accordingly
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Cost of an Application Security Breach
 Media attention/ Brand damage

 Sharp decline in Stock Prices

 Communication/Monitoring Service Costs

 Legal Fees (Reported $3-4 million/incident)

 FTC Penalties (Fines can range up to 15 million/incident)

 Additional 3rd party Audits

 New Security Spending

 Customer Lawsuits

 Customer Loss

TJ Maxx’s Application Security Breach cost them over 200 million dollars!!
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Why Application Security is a High Priority
 Web applications are the #1 focus of hackers:
75% of attacks at Application layer (Gartner)
XSS and SQL Injection are #1 and #2 reported vulnerabilities (Mitre)

 Most sites are vulnerable:
78% percent of easily exploitable vulnerabilities affected Web applications (Symantec)
80% of organizations will experience an application security incident by 2010 (Gartner)
90% of sites are vulnerable to application attacks (Watchfire)

 Web applications are high value targets for hackers:
Customer data, credit cards, ID theft, fraud, site defacement, etc

 Compliance requirements:

Payment Card Industry (PCI) Standards, GLBA, HIPPA, FISMA,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So with most organizations locking down their perimeters, hackers are looking for more accessible means to back end information. Now they’re looking to the application layer.There’s enough reports speaking to the importance of web app security fromGartner, to IDC and even WFWith the amount of PII out there – there are a lot of lucrative targetsHow many of you were impacted or knew someone impacted by the TJMaxx hack?
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Organizations must mitigate the risk!

 They need to find and remediate vulnerabilities in Web applications before they 
are exploited by Hackers

 IBM Rational AppScan can help you do this!
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SELECT true FROM users 
WHERE username = ‘

jsmith

’ AND password = ‘ ’

Demo1234AAAAAAAA

’ or 1=1 or ‘’=‘

Web App Security Issue Example: SQL Injection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s quickly take a look at the discovery of a SQL injection vulnerability by considering a simple authentication form.In order for almost all form-based authentication mechanisms to function in a multi-user environment, the access credentials provided must be compared against a backend data store.  This is most often done with a SQL query such as:  Select true from users (or any other table name where the user information is stored) where (and these are the conditions) username equals “user input” and password equals “user input”.When I pass in the username of “jsmith”, a password of “Demo1234” and then click submit, these user input values are used in the execution of this database command.  The SQL query executes as planned and in this case, it would authenticate me into the application.However, what happens when I pass in a username of a single tick, an invalid password of “AAAA”, and then click submit?  In this case, these malicious inputs are then passed to the same database command to be executed.  You can see from the resulting query that there is three single ticks in a row.  In the SQL runtime, this will cause an error.  Not only does this input cause a SQL injection error, but you can see from the resulting error message, that the user learns of two database fields within the database: username and password.  Detailed error messages such as these often aid the attacking individual in exploiting a vulnerability.
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IBM Rational AppScan

 IBM Rational AppScan: A Web Application Security Scanner
Helps users find and remediate application-layer security issues in their web 

applications & web services

 IBM Rational AppScan Standard Edition 
A standalone desktop application

 Who uses it?
Security Auditors - To bring automation to their audits
IT Security Teams - To reach beyond network security
QA engineers - To add Security to Functionality & Performance testing
Developers (to a lesser extent) – Wanting to be proactive about security
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How does AppScan work?

 Approaches an application as a black-box

 Traverses a web application and builds the site model

 Determines the attack vectors based on the selected Test policy 

 Tests by sending modified HTTP requests to the application and examining the 
HTTP response according to validate rules

HTTP Request Web Application

HTTP Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AppScan scans for vulnerabilities by traversing an application similarly to the way a user browses a website. It starts from the home page or some other entry point, as defined by the user, and follows all the links. Each page is analyzed, and based on the characteristics of the page, AppScan sends a number of tests. The tests are sent in the form of HTTP requests. AppScan determines the presence of vulnerabilities based on the responses from the web server. The application is treated as a black box and AppScan communicates with it just like a browser does.AppScan Enterprise has thousands of built-in tests and checks for hundreds of different types of vulnerabilities.
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AppScan’s Active Testing

 AppScan doesn’t rely on metadata to flag issues
Such as saying “Apache version X.X is known to be vulnerable to Y”

 AppScan’s tests actively look for the existence of a vulnerability
Mutate the inputs and logic of the application, as learned during the Explore
Assess if the application is vulnerable based on the resulting HTTP activity

SQL Injection Test Examples:
 Original Request: http://server/page.jsp?param=value

 Test Requests: http://server/page.jsp?param=‘ or 1=1 or ‘’=‘

http://server/page.jsp?param=“ or 1=1 or “”=“

http://server/page.jsp?param=‘ --

http://server/page.jsp?param=+1+1+1

…
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AppScan Goes Beyond Pointing out Problems
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Building Security & Compliance into the SDLC

Build

Developers

SDLC

Developers

Developers

Coding QA Security Production

Enable Security 
to effectively 
drive 
remediation into 
development

Provides Developers and Testers 
with expertise on detection and 

remediation ability

Ensure 
vulnerabilities 
are addressed 
before 
applications 
are put into 
production
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Security and compliance should be an important consideration during the Software Development Lifecycle.  Watchfire solutions of AppScan and WebXM provide tools to ensure web security vulnerabilities are identified and addressed early in the lifecycle and also ensure that web sites are in compliance.
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BuildCode SecurityQA

AppScan 
Standard Ed

(desktop)

Rational 
ClearQuest

IBM Rational AppScan SDLC Ecosystem

AppScan 
Enterprise user 

(web client)

Includes Fall 
2008 Releases

Rational 
BuildForge

AppScan Developer 
Ed for build systems

(scanning agent)

IBM Rational Web Based Training for AppScan 

AppScan 
Tester Ed 
(QA client)

AppScan 
Tester Ed 

(scanning agent)

Rational Quality         
Manager

IBM Rational AppScan Enterprise / Reporting Console

AppScan Ent.  
QuickScan 
(web client)

AppScan 
Developer Ed
(Eclipse IDE)

Rational 
Application 
Developer

Automate Security / 
Compliance testing in 

the Build Process
Build security testing 

into the IDE
Security / compliance testing 
incorporated into testing & 

remediation workflows

Security and Compliance 
Testing, oversight, control, 

policy, in-depth tests

Rational 
Software 
Analyzer Rational 

ClearCase
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Security:Use Rational AppScan Standard Edition and AppScan Enterprise Edition to test for Web 2.0 security & compliance issues according to regulatory demands such as PCIPush results to Rational ClearQuest to define & manage remediationQA:Rational AppScan Tester Ed integrated with Rational Quality Manager provides non-security trained QA Professionals the tools to successfully test for security issuesTwo-way defect tracking between Rational AppScan Enterprise & Rational ClearQuest allows for efficient remediation and visibility into the security of the web applicationsBuild:Standardize & automate the build process to ensure PCI security compliance with Rational BuildForge & Rational AppScan Developer Ed for Build Systems Continue to leverage Rational ClearQuest & AppScan Enterprise for remediation of security issuesOperate on iterative releases/binaries from Rational ClearCaseCoding:Enable security scanning at the early stages with Rational AppScan Developer Ed & Rational Software AnalyzerSelect from a choice of end-points for developer uses cases with QuickScan web client or AppScan Developer Edition    Manage code versions and tasks in Rational ClearCase and Rational ClearQuest
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